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Wall Street’s Wild Week: 
Investors Live with It 

 
Stockholders are living with Wall Street’s crash, their broad economic concern tempered 
by the fact that most by far are buy-and-hold investors.  
 
After one of the market’s worst weeks in history, just half of stock and stock-fund owners 
say they’ve been hurt financially, and fewer, 20 percent say they’ve suffered a great deal. 
The pain is a bit lower still among all Americans, since many don’t own stocks.  
 
That doesn’t meant the global financial crisis isn’t affecting public attitudes; indeed it’s 
sent them into a tailspin. A record 90 percent in this ABC News/Washington Post poll 
say the country’s on the wrong track, 88 percent are worried about the economy’s 
direction and just 44 percent are confident they’ll have enough money on which to retire. 
(See separate analysis.) But when it comes to the stock market in particular, Americans 
tend to respond with fortitude, and so far that’s the case again. 
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On one hand, in interviews the two nights after the Dow Jones Industrial average finished 
down 18 percent in one week, 78 percent said they’re worried about the performance of 
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the stock market. Two-thirds (67 percent) are worried about their own family’s financial 
situation. Fewer, but 44 percent, are worried about their ability to get a loan if necessary.  
 
In each case, though, considerably fewer are “very” worried about each of these, 
especially their family finances and the availability of credit. And fewer still are making 
panicked sell orders – leaving those, it seems, to the professionals.  
 
STOCKHOLDERS – Fifty-eight percent of Americans own stocks or stock funds; that’s 
grown steadily from a third in a 1987 ABC/Post poll. But most of them by far are in 
funds; just 22 percent of Americans report that they own individual stocks. And 42 
percent report no market investments at all. 
 
Among those who do hold stocks or funds, moreover, nearly all – 95 percent – describe 
themselves as long-term, buy-and-hold investors. And indeed they’re holding tight: 
While 68 percent have checked their portfolios in the last few weeks, 87 percent of them 
have not changed their investments. And among the 13 percent who have made 
adjustments, most have bought as well as sold. 
 
With more people in the market, more say they’re affected by it. After the crash in 
October 1987, 20 percent of all adults said they’d been hurt by the drop in stock prices. 
That rose to 37 percent when the market dropped in July 2002. And it’s 43 percent now, 
when you include people without stock investments. (As noted, it’s 50 percent among 
stock and stock fund owners.) 
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Again, though, many fewer say they’ve been hurt “a great deal” – 16 percent of all adults, 
and 20 percent of stock and stock fund holders.  
 
There are several likely reasons. The market’s risk is built into public attitudes; 79 
percent in this poll call the stock market a risky investment. The pain to most investors’ 
may be mitigated by their long time frame, by factoring in past gains and by the fact that 
stockholders tend to be better-off financially and so better positioned to handle the hit. 
Among people with household incomes over $100,000, 93 percent own stocks or stock 
funds; among those in less-than $50,000 households, it’s just 39 percent.  
 
None of this, of course, eases the pain of the 16 percent who report a “great deal” of 
financial damage – a minority of the public, but many millions of individuals. 
  
RETIRE – Even with the insulation of a long-term investment, retirement worries are up. 
Forty-nine percent are not confident they will have adequate assets for retirement, higher 
than it’s been in polling back to 1999.  
 
Still, that’s more a function of economic anxiety overall than of the market per se. Since 
they’re better off in the first place, people with stock investments are more confident in 
their retirement resources than people without stocks, by 51 percent to 33 percent. And 
confidence is 16 points higher among those who own stock directly rather than through 
mutual funds, 61 percent to 45 percent – again because they’re better off in the first place. 
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RISK – Majorities have rated the market as “risky” going back to 1988, though it’s 
spiked during bear markets. After the 1997 crash 69 percent called the market risky; that 
fell to 52 percent during the dotcom boom in 1999, but rose to 80 percent in July 2002 in 
the wake of accounting scandals and a market adjustment. At 79 percent it’s essentially 
returned to that peak. 
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Those not invested in the market are 11 points more likely than investors to call it a risky 
place to put their money; 86 percent say so. That drops to its lowest among individual 
stock owners, but among them still 69 percent see the market as risky – even while 
they’re directly in it. 
 
WORRIES – Worries over the economy, personal finances and the stock market have 
risen in the past few weeks. Sharpest has been the rise in those very worried about the 
stock market, up 15 points to 48 percent. High-level worry about the economy overall is 
up 8 points, to 48 percent; as noted, fewer, 23 percent, are very worried about their own 
family’s finances, and that’s essentially unchanged.  
 
Those who have checked their investment portfolio are more worried about the economy, 
the stock market and to a lesser degree their own finances. What’s not clear is whether 
they’re worried because they checked – or they checked because they’re worried. 
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METHODOLOGY – This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by telephone 
Oct. 10-11, 2008, among a random sample of 517 adults. Results have a 4.5-point error 
margin. Sampling, data collection and tabulation by TNS of Horsham, PA. 
 
Analysis by Peyton M. Craighill.  
 
ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com at http://abcnews.com/pollingunit  
 
Media contact: Cathie Levine, (212) 456-4934. 
 
Full results follow (*= less than 0.5 percent). 
 
1-23 previously released. 
 
24. (ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) How confident are you that you will retire with 
enough income and assets to last for the rest of your life - would you say 
you're very confident, somewhat confident, not so confident or not confident at 
all? 
 
            ----- Confident ---   ------ Not Confident ----  Retired   No        
            NET  Very  Somewhat   NET   Not so   Not at all   (vol.)  opin.      
10/11/08    44    10      34      49      25         24         7       1 
10/16/05    69    30      39      28      16         13         2       *     
7/15/02     55    18      37      40      21         18         5       0 
7/15/01     68    33      35      23      10         12         7       2 
7/4/99      54    21      33      39      21         18         6       0         
7/21/96     45    16      29      47      25         21         7       1 
 
 
25. (ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) How do you feel about [ITEM] - very worried, 
somewhat worried, not too worried or not worried at all? 
 
10/11/08 - Summary Table 
 
                           ----- Worried ----   ----- Not worried ----    No 
                           NET   Very   Smwt.   NET   Not too   At all   opin. 
a. The direction of the  
   nation's economy over  
   the next few years      88     48      40    11        8        3       1 
b. Your own family's 
   financial situation     67     23      43    33       22       11       1 
c. The performance of 
   the stock market        78     48      30    21       12        9       1 
d. Your ability to get 
   a loan from a bank 
   or other financial 
   institution, if you 
   need one                44     19      25    51       24       27       5^ 
^ Includes “don’t need a loan” 
 
Trend: 
 
a. The direction of the nation's economy over the next few years 
 
              ----- Worried ----   ----- Not worried ----     No 
              NET   Very   Smwt.   NET   Not too   At all   opinion 
10/11/08      88     48      40    11        8        3        1 
9/22/08       79     40      39    17       13        5        3 
1/5/03        67     27      40    31       22       10        1 
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11/4/02  LV   76     34      42    23       17        6        1 
11/3/02  LV   75     33      42    24       17        7        1 
11/2/02  LV   73     32      41    26       19        8        1 
10/27/02      75     27      48    23       16        7        2 
10/27/02 LV   76     32      45    23       16        7        1 
 
b. Your own family’s financial situation 
 
10/11/08      67     23      43    33       22       11        1 
9/22/08       60     22      38    40       26       14        * 
 
c. The performance of the stock market 
 
10/11/08      78     48      30    21       12        9        1 
9/22/08       72     33      39    24       15        9        4 
11/4/02  LV   70     30      39    29       18       11        1 
11/3/02  LV   67     28      40    31       18       13        2 
11/2/02  LV   66     28      38    32       18       14        2 
10/27/02      64     28      35    35       20       15        1 
10/27/02 LV   71     37      34    29       17       12        0 
 
d. No trend. 
 
 
26. (ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) Overall, do you think the stock market is a safe 
investment, or a risky one?  
 
           Safe   Risky   No opinion 
10/11/08    19     79          3 
3/13/05     29     69          3 
7/15/02     19     80          2 
1/15/01     35     61          3 
5/7/00      34     58          8 
6/6/99      37     52          9 
10/13/97    27     69          4                                            
8/31/97     32     54         14                                            
9/14/88     16     71         12 
 
 
27. (ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) Now, thinking about all of your investments, 
including retirement savings at work, do you [IF MARRIED: or your spouse] 
currently have money invested in stocks or stock mutual funds, or not? 
 
           Yes   No   No opinion 
10/11/08   58    42        * 
7/15/02    55    45        * 
1/16/00    48    52        1 
8/29/99    49    50        1 
5/10/98    49    50        1 
9/14/97    44    55        1 
11/5/87    34    66        1 
10/19/87   40    60        1 
2/28/87    32    68        * 
 
 
28. (IF OWNS STOCKS/STOCK MUTUAL FUNDS AT Q27, ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) Do you 
[IF MARRIED: or your spouse] personally own any individual stocks directly, or 
do you own stocks only through mutual funds or a pension plan?  
 
           Own stock   Only through    No 
           directly    mutual funds   opin. 
10/11/08      39             58         3 
7/15/02       40             58         1 
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27/28 NET 
 
           ------- Investors -------- 
                          Mutual   No     Not        No 
           NET   Stocks   funds    op.   investor   opinion 
10/11/08   58      22       33      3       42         * 
7/15/02    55      22       32      1       45         x 
 
 
29. (ASKED IF OWNS STOCKS/STOCK MUTUAL FUNDS AT Q27, ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) 
Would you call yourself more of an active trader of stocks or stock funds, or 
more of a long-term, buy-and-hold investor?  
 
           Active trader   Long term   Both   No opinion 
10/11/08         2            95         *         3 
3/25/01          5            92         2         1 
 
 
30. (ASKED IF OWNS STOCKS/STOCK MUTUAL FUNDS AT Q27, ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) 
Have you checked your financial holdings or statements in the past few weeks, 
or not? 
 
           Yes   No   No opinion 
10/11/08   68    31        * 
 
 
31. (ASKED IF OWNS STOCKS/STOCK MUTUAL FUNDS AT Q27, ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) 
Have you changed any of these investments since the stock market started 
falling a few weeks ago, or have you left things as they were? 
 
                                 Left things 
           Changed investments   as they were   No opinion 
10/11/08           13                 87             * 
 
 
32. (IF CHANGED, ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) Have you only sold stocks or mutual 
funds since the market started falling a few weeks ago, have you only bought 
stocks or mutual funds, or have you bought some and sold others?  
 
            Only sold     Only bought    Bought some 
            stocks or      stocks or      and sold  
           mutual funds   mutual funds     others      No opinion 
10/11/08        20              7            58            15 
 
 
31/32 NET 
 
           ------- Changed investments -------   Left investments     No 
           NET   Sold   Bought   Both   No op.     as they were     opinion 
10/11/08   13      3       1       7      2              87            * 
 
 
33. (ASKED ON 10/10-11 ONLY) Have you or anyone in your immediate family been 
hurt financially by the recent sharp drop in stock prices, or not?  IF YES: 
Have you or they been hurt financially A GREAT DEAL or ONLY SOMEWHAT? 
 
           ---------- Hurt -----------   Not    Too soon     No 
           NET   Great deal   Somewhat   hurt    (vol.)    opinion 
10/11/08   43        16          27      54         1         3 
7/15/02    37                            61         1         1       
10/27/97   14                            81         4         1       
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10/26/87   20                            79         *         1 
 
 
34 previously released.  
 
***END*** 

 


